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Abstract. The availability of more powerful mobile devices, sometimes
equipped with graphics accelerators, is now making it easier to experiment with mobile 3D graphics. In this paper, we exploit the main emerging standard in 3D rendering on mobile devices (OpenGL ES) to build a
mobile 3D player, called MobiX3D. MobiX3D displays X3D and H-Anim
content and its rendering engine supports the classic lighting and shading algorithms. This paper discusses the application of the player to sign
language visualization and mobile guides for fitness activities.
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Introduction

In recent years, the increasing performance of mobile computing devices such as
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) or high-end mobile phones has allowed these
devices to support more and more complex applications. However, rendering 3D
graphics on mobile devices is still considered a difficult task. Mobile devices are
characterized by some limitations with respect to desktop systems (e.g., limited CPU and memory, absence or limited performance of graphics accelerators,
energy consumption issues that limit designers of hardware and software for mobile devices). For these reasons, research on mobile 3D rendering is still limited,
but the increasing capabilities of mobile devices are now making it easier to experiment with 3D. Displaying 3D content in mobile applications offers obvious
advantages in many areas, such as scientific simulation, training, CAD, tourism.
In particular, the use of 3D representations of the surrounding environment (or
parts of it) in mobile guides can represent a more intuitive and effective way to
provide information. In this paper, we experiment rendering of 3D content on
mobile devices using the OpenGL ES 1.1 [7] API to build a rendering engine
that is integrated into our 3D mobile player, called MobiX3D. The MobiX3D
player displays X3D [12] and H-Anim [6] content. It currently supports a large
subset of the X3D Interactive profile and fully supports the H-Anim standard.
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MobiX3D player

This section describes the current features of the MobiX3D player. At present, it
supports a subset of the X3D Interactive profile and the full H-Anim standard.
The set of supported nodes allows MobiX3D to display geometric objects (all
basic 3D shapes are supported) and H-Anim humanoids. Moreover, MobiX3D
supports the nodes for defining the visual appearance of the objects in the 3D
scene and for building time-dependent and triggered animations. Triggered animations are animations where object movements are synchronized with each
other by using triggers.
In X3D, animations are implemented by a set of Routes which establish event
paths between nodes. The nodes involved in a time-dependent animation are usually TimeSensor, Interpolator nodes and geometry nodes whose attributes are
modified during the animation. To build triggered animations, also TimeTrigger
and BooleanFilter nodes are involved. TimeTrigger and BooleanFilter are used
to start a part of an animation immediately after the previous part has finished.
In the MobiX3D player, Routes are managed by a function called by a timer
that clocks every 50 milliseconds (20 times per second). In this function, all the
Routes statements in the X3D scene are solved and, if the animation is active,
the values of TimeSensor nodes are updated. Then, the related Interpolator values are calculated and the geometry nodes attributes are updated. Finally, the
values of TimeTrigger and BooleanFilter nodes are computed to start the next
part of the animation.
The rendering engine of the MobiX3D player exploits the OpenGL ES primitives to support three classic shading and lighting algorithms:
– wireframe: displays only the edges of the polygons in the scene;
– flat: associates only one color to every polygon in the scene;
– gouraud: assigns colors to every pixel within a polygon using a linear interpolation of the colors of its vertices.
Moreover, MobiX3D provides full support of bmp, jpg, png and gif textures, and
can render translucent objects using the alpha-blending technique.
With the MobiX3D player, the user can navigate through the scene by pressing
the cursor keys on the mobile device. Our player currently supports four classic
navigation modes:
– pan: the user navigates the scene by moving the camera position parallel to
the view plane;
– walk: the user navigates the scene using a walk-like behavior;
– examine: the user can examine the objects in the scene by rotating them;
– no navigation: the user cannot navigate through the scene.
To speed up the navigation, MobiX3D implements a basic view frustum culling
algorithm based on axis aligned bounding boxes.
The issues encountered while developing our rendering engine are related
to the limitations of OpenGL ES that implements only a subset of OpenGL
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functionalities. Firstly, OpenGL ES supports only the rendering of triangles,
lines and points, while OpenGL supports the rendering of all (convex) polygons,
lines and points. Since X3D can specify 3D shapes composed by a structured set
of polygons (with any number of edges), we had to develop an algorithm that
converts every convex polygon into triangles [8].
Moreover, in OpenGL ES one has to specify the coordinates of the vertices
before drawing them, while in OpenGL coordinates can be calculated while drawing the primitives and it is not necessary to specify the number of primitives that
will be rendered.
More details about the implementation of MobiX3D, its performance and the
supported X3D nodes are provided in [8]. That paper describes the first version
of MobiX3D (0.2). The current version of MobiX3D (0.6) with a detailed description of its features can be found in the MobiX3D website (http://hcilab.uniud.it/
MobiX3D).
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Applications
Sign language visualization

Sign language visualization can be useful for teaching sign language to deaf children, for defining sign language visual dictionaries or, coupled with a speech
recognition engine, for translating natural language into sign language. Displaying a humanoid is a better solution than using text subtitles for two reasons:
(i) most deaf people consider sign language as their mother language, and (ii)
humanoids can convey additional conversational and emotional cues.
However, displaying these sign language animations is a difficult task: if animations are not very precise, the user can misunderstand the meaning of the
gestures. Moreover, when a word has to be fingerspelled, the animation is even
more difficult to display due to the little size of fingers and the similarity of
the movements associated to the letters. While on desktop devices the screen
is wide enough to display the humanoid properly, displaying the animations on
mobile devices in fullscreen mode is not enough. For this reason and limited
performance considerations, no proposals on mobile devices are yet available.
The MobiX3D player has been used for displaying sign language animations on mobile devices. MobiX3D displays these animations smoothly (about 10
frames/second with a 6.000-triangles humanoid). To solve the fingerspelling issue, the animation automatically changes the viewpoint whenever a fingerspelled
word animation is needed, by zooming on the signing hand, then it returns to a
half-length visualization. Moreover, we disabled navigation through the 3D scene
to avoid possible loss of gestures due to incorrect viewpoint.
A phrase in sign language is implemented by an X3D file that contains a H-Anim
humanoid and a triggered animation, implemented as explained in Section 2. Sign
language sentences used in our tests were built with the H-Animator system [3].
We used it to model sign language gestures and to concatenate them into sign
language sentences.
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We tested the quality of the sign language animations involving three Italian Sign Language (LIS) experts. We showed some sign language sentences to
the experts and they immediately and correctly recognized the meaning of the
animated sign language sentences. The experts also suggested us some improvements to our sign language animations, such as adding facial expressions to
represent the non-verbal sign language component.
Figure 1a shows the H-Anim humanoid used in our tests while performing
sign language.

Fig. 1. (a) Humanoid performing sign language. (b) Humanoid doing a fitness exercise.

3.2

Mobile guide for fitness activities

In some indoor fitness applications, humanoids show how to correctly perform
physical exercises and also provide advice to prevent injuries. To the best of
our knowledge, there are no fitness applications that use humanoids on mobile
devices.
To help users in outdoor fitness activities, we developed a mobile guide, called
MOPET [2], that employs an animated humanoid for helping users to correctly
perform fitness trail exercises. A fitness trail is a trail where the user has to
alternate jogging and exercising. The user has to run along a path and has to
stop when she arrives at an exercise station. In each exercise station, the user
finds an exercise tool needed to perform a specific fitness exercise. Exercises are
usually explained by using illustrated plates in the stations. These plates are
often difficult to understand and the exercise could be performed improperly.
For this reason, when the user is near a fitness trail exercise, MOPET uses the
MobiX3D player to display an interactive animation where a humanoid correctly
performs the exercise.
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To test the displayed fitness animations, we involved 10 users to perform some
exercises in a local fitness trail. None of the 10 users had ever tried that fitness
trail before. We asked 6 users to perform firstly an exercise after looking at the
metal plate on the fitness trail station and then another exercise with the same
difficulty after watching the animation on the PDA. The other 6 users firstly
performed an exercise after watching our animation and then another exercise
after looking at the metal plate. 10 users correctly performed their exercises after
watching the animations and only 4 of them performed their exercise correctly
after looking at the metal plate. Figure 1b shows an example of fitness exercise
animation. More details about the user evaluation of MOPET are provided in
[2].
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Conclusions and Future Work

To the best of our knowledge, MobiX3D is one of the first freely available X3D
players for mobile devices. Its distinctive features are the support for H-Anim
humanoids and triggered animations. The final goal of our project is to support
the full X3D Interactive profile and the H-Anim standard. MobiX3D can be
downloaded at http://hcilab.uniud.it/MobiX3D. It has been used for displaying
sign language sentences and it has been embedded in a mobile guide for fitness activities (MOPET). The results of the formal user evaluation of MOPET
encourage the use of 3D content in mobile guides.
Our research is now proceeding in several directions. First, we will work
on the visualization of huge models (e.g., cities or large buildings) on mobile
devices by implementing visibility culling strategies (e.g., cells and portals). Second, we will consider to port MobiX3D to other platforms (e.g. Linux, Symbian,
or PSP). Third, we will improve the sign language visualizer, modeling more
accurate gestures. Then we will test our sign language visualizer with deaf users
on sign language translation applications. Finally, we will study the possibility of
implementing seamless shape deformation algorithms on mobile devices. Seamless shape deformation algorithms map the humanoid into a single mesh and the
movements into deformations of this mesh.
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